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Abstract
This paper develops an empirical model of corporate capital structure and overleveraging. Motivated by the Stein (2012) model for optimal debt, this paper extends the analysis into the corporate sector for a sample of 89 corporations across six leading industries: technology, financial, pharmaceutical, auto, airline and energy. Calculated for each firm, the model allows to infer an industry specific default risk measuring overleveraging as the difference between actual and optimal debt. The results from the above estimations suggest that the estimated corporate excess debt has largely been moving up, spiking around the crisis period, i.e., the GFC, and then continuing into recovery (Figure 2). This trend is consistent with an increase in the actual debt across industries, though the average excess debt ratios vary by sector. These results are informative for more applied future outlook studies assessing the pandemic scenarios. More broadly, we argue that the results of this paper also conform to the general Kaleckian-Minsky analytical framework suggesting a possibility of rising speculative bubble in the corporate sector over the medium term.

Introduction
Following the 2008 Global Financial Crisis (GFC), there has been a rise in academic and policy research on the problems of corporate debt sustainability. The COVID-19 pandemic has reignited the urgency of the topic. This paper contributes to recent academic research on overleveraging and the effects of macroeconomic instability shocks on asset prices, financial markets, and the balance sheets of corporations; these shocks might be destabilizing rather than mean reverting. At a macro level this study also raises questions about speculative debt build-up reminiscent of the Kaleckian principle of increasing risk (Kalecki, 1937) and Minskyan financial instability hypothesis (FIH) and speculative cycles (Minsky, 1986).

This paper adds to the literature by examining a new dataset comprised of 89 corporations from six industries: technology, financial, pharmaceutical, auto, airline and energy with core annual data covering the period from 2000 to 2018. Estimates for the optimal debt ratios are based on the data on capital gain/loss, market interest rates, and the productivity of capital. More broadly, Figure 1 adds to our discussion with recent observations on actual debt evolutions in the U.S. non-financial corporate sector. There is a clear sign that overleveraging across industries is likely on the rise again. The story here is not just industry specific but has relevance on a larger macro scale.

![Figure 1. Actual debt evolution in the U.S. non-financial sector](source: FRED (2021))

![Figure 2. Select Industries' Average Excess Debt](source: authors' calculations)

Optimal leverage is given by:

\[ f'(t) = (r - \beta + \sigma y(t) - \frac{1}{2} \sigma^2 y(t)^2) \]

where \( r \) is the bank’s capital gain (or loss); \( i \) is the credit cost of banks; \( \beta \) is the productivity of capital; \( y(t) \) is the deviation of capital gain from its trend; \( \sigma y(t) \) is the variance of \( \beta \) (the productivity of capital); \( \sigma \) is the variance; and \( \sigma \) represents the negative-correlation coefficient between interest rate and capital gain.

Using the abovementioned variables, the optimal and actual-debt ratios were calculated for a sample of 89 companies. The primary sources for corporate balance sheets data were Bloomberg terminals and FactSet. We undertake our estimations using the full sample which incorporates firm-specific variables on the leading companies from six largest industries (as per S&P500 ranking). Each industry sub-sample includes up to top twenty publicly traded companies (depending on data availability) based on their market capitalization and total assets compared to others in the respective industry.

![Figure 3. Actual Versus Optimal Debt](source: authors' calculations)

Conclusions
The optimal debt ratio estimation presented in this paper allows corporations to determine a sustainable debt level above which it becomes risky to leverage. The results of the paper raise some policy implications helpful to improving the performance of the modern financialized industries. Our model’s empirical application suggests an opportunity to reduce overall risky debt by developing an optimal-debt structure that helps minimize financial instability and default within possible combinations of policy framework. Overall, our results are reminiscent of the observations of the classical writers Michal Kalecki and Hyman Minsky about the speculative cyclical transformations of the modern financialized economy.
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